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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is one of the most powerful tools available to characterize the molecular structures in an experimental setting, due to the NMR parameters sensitivity to the electronic structure. This makes NMR a crucial tool for identifying known compounds and determining the structure of new compounds. An import component of the NMR parameters is the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling constants (SSCCs). For new compounds, the interpretation of experimental NMR results can be difficult, especially for inorganic complexes. Accurate calculations of SSCCs thus have great importance for theoretical aided interpretation of experimental NMR.¹−³

The non-relativistic theoretical model for SSCC is a combination of four contributions, as first derived by Ramsey,⁴ the diamagnetic spin-orbit coupling (DSO), the paramagnetic spin-orbit coupling (PSO), the Fermi contact coupling (FC), and the spin-dipole coupling (SD) contribution. Here the DSO terms are expectation values, PSO requires imaginary singlet response equations to be solved, and the FC and SD require real triplet response equations to be solved.¹ For many types of SSCCs, the FC coupling is by far the most dominant term but the other terms cannot be ignored for a robust prediction of SSCCs, as is once again documented in the results section below.

Calculations of SSCCs have been developed for many different electron-structure theory approaches³−⁸. The most widely used methods, also for SSCCs, are various Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT) methods due to their computationally efficient treatment of the Coulomb hole, the short-range dynamical electron-electron correlation,⁹ compared to ab initio methods. For KS-DFT models for SSCCs we point to the pioneering works of Malkin et al.¹⁰ and Dickson et al.¹¹ Seeking higher accuracy and ways to systematically improve calculated properties, SSCCs have also been implemented for the correlated wavefunction methods Second-Order Polarization Propagator Approach (SOPPA),¹²−¹⁵ Algebraic Diagrammatic Construction (ADC),¹⁶ coupled cluster models (in particular CC2, CC3, CCSD),¹⁷−²¹ and multi-configurational self-consistent field (MCSCF).²²,²³ Notable here is that of these methods, only MCSCF can tackle multi-reference molecules, that is, molecules with significant static correlation effects.

In summary, the situation today is that for single-reference molecules one usually can obtain accurate results with CC3 and CCSD, and fairly accurate results with SOPPA, CC2, and some KS-DFT functionals. For multi-reference molecules, only MCSCF models have been applicable hitherto, however, with limited accuracy because the dynamic electron-electron short-range correlation cannot be satisfactorily described with MCSCF, not only because the number of configurations becomes too big, but also because the variational optimization of an MCSCF wave function is numerically difficult for the weakly occupied orbitals needed for dynamic correlation (the energy change is very small when these orbitals are attempted to be optimized).

In this work we propose a new computational model for SSCCs (JKL) by replacing MCSCF with multi-configurational short-range density functional theory (MC-srDFT), which can describe both static (multi-reference) and dynamic correlation effects. In short, the long-range MCSCF part can describe static correlation, while the short-range DFT part can describe the dynamic correlation. We have previously published implementations of MC-srDFT linear response for excitation energies, both for singlet²⁴ and triplet²⁵ excitations. We have ex-
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tended this code to MC–srDFT calculations of linear response equations, which we here employ for the FC, SD, and PSO terms. We exploited the existing framework in Dalton26 for calculation of SSCCs with MCSCF22 to keep track of all the individual contributions for the MC–srDFT model.

In this paper, we first describe our implementation for MC–srDFT to calculations of indirect spin-spin coupling constants, which has been released in Dalton2020.27 We evaluate its performance for a benchmark set of small molecules and a series of transition metal complexes. In this context, we also investigate whether one should invoke the generalized Tamm-Dancoff approximation gTDA23, which we previously found improved the lowest triplet excitation energies because of near triplet instabilities.25

In the following sections, we summarize the theory, describe computational details, present and discuss computational results, and finish with conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL SUMMARY

We here shortly recapitulate the theory and formulae for indirect spin-spin coupling calculations for singlet reference molecules and MC–srDFT singlet and linear response theory.

A. Indirect spin-spin coupling in NMR

The usual spin-Hamiltonian in terms of nuclear spin operators \( \mathbf{I}_K \) for interpretation of NMR of non-paramagnetic molecules with singlet electronic spin is28

\[
\mathbf{H} = \sum_K \mathbf{I}_K \cdot (1 - \sigma_K) \cdot \mathbf{B} + \sum_{K < L} \mathbf{I}_K \cdot \mathbf{J}_{KL} \cdot \mathbf{I}_L ,
\]

where \( \sigma_K \) is the screening tensor and \( \mathbf{J}_{KL} \) is the indirect spin-spin coupling tensor. The non-relativistic expression for \( \mathbf{J}_{KL} \) consists of four terms (three if you take FC and SD together):1,2,4

\[
\mathbf{J}_{KL} = \mathbf{J}_{KL}^{DSO} + \mathbf{J}_{KL}^{PSO} + \mathbf{J}_{KL}^{FC} + \mathbf{J}_{KL}^{SD} \tag{2}
\]

where the diamagnetic spin-orbit (DSO) term constitutes of six expectation values; the paramagnetic spin-orbit (PSO) contribution requires the solution of three singlet linear response equations; the Fermi contact (FC) contribution requires the solution of one triplet linear response equations; and finally, the spin-dipole (SD) contribution requires the solution of six triplet linear response equations.

The reduced isotope independent SSCCs, \( \mathbf{K}_{KL} \) is related to the observed as

\[
\mathbf{J}_{KL} = \frac{\hbar}{4\pi^2} \gamma_K \gamma_L \mathbf{K}_{KL} \tag{3}
\]

where \( \gamma_K \) is the gyromagnetic factor for isotope K which relates its nuclear spin to its magnetic moment \( \mathbf{M}_K = \gamma_K \hbar \mathbf{I}_K \). Often one is only interested in the isotropic value

\[
\mathbf{J}_{KL} = \frac{1}{3} \text{Tr} (\mathbf{J}_{KL}) , \tag{4}
\]

and it is the isotropic values we will focus on in this paper, as is usual when proposing new methods for SSCC.

The operators used to construct the four different contributions to the SSCC are

\[
\hat{h}_{KL}^{DSO} = \alpha^2 \sum_i r_{ik}^T r_{il}^d (I_i - r_{ik} r_{il}^T) r_{ik}^T r_{il} , \\
\hat{h}_{KL}^{PSO} = \alpha^2 \sum_i r_{ik} \times \mathbf{I}_i \cdot \mathbf{J}_{ik} , \\
\hat{h}_{KL}^{FC} = \frac{8\pi \alpha^2}{3} \sum_i (r_{ik} \mathbf{s}_i \mathbf{s}_j) , \\
\hat{h}_{KL}^{SD} = \alpha^2 \sum_i \frac{3r_{ik} r_{ik}^T - r_{ik} r_{ik}^T}{r_{ik}} \mathbf{s}_i ,
\]

The above equations are in atomic units. The MCSCF implementation for SSCC in DALTON, which we have used as a basis for our MC–srDFT implementation, is described in Ref. 22.

B. The MC–srDFT model

Our MC–srDFT model has been described in references 24, 25,29–32. In the framework of MC–srDFT the total energy is the sum of a long-range wave function contribution and a short-range density functional theory contribution:

\[
E(\lambda) = \langle \Psi(\lambda) | \hat{H}^{\mu,\nu} | \Psi(\lambda) \rangle + \sum_{q=pq} E_{\mu,\nu}^{sr} [\rho_C (r, \lambda)] + E_{\kappa,\mu}^{sr} [\xi (r, \lambda)]
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the parameterization of the wave function. For a multi-configurational wave function the parameters are non-redundant configuration coefficients \( \mathbf{S}^T = \{ S_i \} \) and orbital rotation parameters \( \kappa^T = \{ \kappa_{pq} \} \), thus giving \( \lambda^T = (\mathbf{S}^T, \kappa^T) \).

The long-range Hamiltonian contains the usual one-electron operators, the nuclear-nuclear repulsion, and a long-range two-electron interaction:

\[
\hat{h}_{\mu,\nu}^{lr} = \sum_{pq} \hat{h}_{pq} \hat{E}_{pq} + \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{pqrs} \frac{\hat{g}_{pqrs}^{lr,\mu} \hat{g}_{pqrs}^{sr,\mu}}{\hat{r}_{pqrs}} + V_{NN}
\]

where the singlet one- and two-electron operators are \( \hat{E}_{pq} = \hat{a}_{pq} \hat{a}_{pq}^\dagger + \hat{a}_{pq}^\dagger \hat{a}_{pq} \) and \( \hat{g}_{pqrs} = \hat{E}_{pq} \hat{E}_{rs} - \delta_{pq} \delta_{rs} \hat{E}_{ps} \). The long-range two-electron interaction used here is (\( r_{ij} = |r_i - r_j| \)):

\[
\hat{g}_{pqrs}^{lr,\mu} = \left\langle \phi_p \phi_q \left| \left. g^{lr,\mu} (r_i, r_j) \right| \phi_s \phi_t \right\rangle = \left\langle \phi_p \phi_q \left| \frac{\text{erf}(\mu r_{ij})}{r_{ij}} \right| \phi_s \phi_t \right\rangle
\]

in which the extent of the long-range part is controlled by the parameter \( \mu \). The idea behind MC–srDFT is to let the long-range MCSCF part take care of the long-range static correlation effects and let the short-range DFT part take care of the dynamic Coulomb-hole correlation effects. We have so far found \( \mu = 0.4 \text{ bohr}^{-1} \) to give a good balance between the
long-range MCSCF and the short-range DFT parts, and thus to provide close to optimal accuracy for the investigated properties. The final accuracy of course depends on the chosen short-range density functional and the configurations included in the MCSCF. Note that a much smaller configuration space is needed for MC–srDFT compared to MCSCF, because the dynamic correlation is described by the srDFT part.

The srDFT contribution is here described in the charge-density and spin-density formalism. In this formalism, the relevant quantities for a short-range generalized gradient approximation (srGGA) functional are \( \xi = \{ \rho_C, \rho_S, \gamma_C, \gamma_S, \gamma_S \} \).

The first two quantities are the charge density and the spin density. These densities can be constructed from their associated density operators as:

\[
\hat{\rho}_C(r) = \sum_{pq} \Omega_{pq}(r) \hat{\rho}^C_{pq}
\]

\[
\hat{\rho}_S(r) = \sum_{pq} \Omega_{pq}(r) \hat{\rho}^S_{pq}
\]

(9)

where \( \Omega_{pq}(r) = \phi^*(p)(r) \phi^*(q)(r) \) is the overlap distribution and

\[
\hat{\rho}^C_{pq} = \hat{E}_{pq} = \hat{a}^\dagger_{pq} \hat{a}_{pq} + \hat{a}^\dagger_{qp} \hat{a}_{qp}
\]

\[
\hat{\rho}^S_{pq} = \hat{T}_{pq} = \hat{a}^\dagger_{pq} \hat{a}_{qp} - \hat{a}^\dagger_{qp} \hat{a}_{pq}
\]

(10)

denotes the one-electron singlet and triplet operators, respectively. This leads to the following construction of the density,

\[
\hat{\rho}_{\chi}(r, \lambda) = \langle \Psi(\lambda) | \hat{\rho}_\chi(r) | \Psi(r) \rangle = \sum_{pq} \Omega_{pq}(r) \hat{D}^X_{pq}(r)
\]

(11)

where \( \hat{D}^X_{pq}(r) \) is the one-electron reduced density matrix for either charge density \( X = C \) or spin density \( X = S \). The srGGA gradient quantities are

\[
\gamma_{\chi} = (\nabla \hat{\rho}_{\chi}) \cdot (\nabla \hat{\rho}_{\chi}).
\]

(12)

C. MC–srDFT linear response

A general derivation of MC-srDFT linear response can be found in ref. 30. For any variational wave function model, the linear response equations can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

\[
\left( E^{[2],\mu X} - \omega S^{[2],\mu X} \right) = iV^{[1],\mu X}.
\]

where \( X = C \) for a singlet property and \( X = S \) for a triplet property. The right-hand side is a property gradient vector, which for this work is one of the operators in Eq. (5). One can define such a one-electron perturbation operator in terms of the first-order density matrix,

\[
V^{[1],\mu X}_{i,j} = \int \Omega \rho^{[1]}_{\chi,i,j}(r) dr,
\]

(14)

with the density property gradient for a singlet reference state being

\[
\left( \rho^{[1]}_{\chi}(r) \right)^T = \left( \langle \Psi | \hat{\rho}^X_{pq}, \hat{\rho}_X \rangle \Psi \rangle, \langle \Psi | \hat{R}_j, \hat{\rho}_X \rangle \Psi \rangle \right),
\]

(15)

where \( \hat{R}_j = | j \rangle \langle 0 | \) is the set of state-transfer operators, constructed from all relevant configurations \( | j \rangle \) from the CI space.

The Hessian \( E^{[2],\mu X} \) and the metric \( S^{[2],\mu X} \) are structured in the following way, with \( \mu \) being implicit to not overburden the notation:

\[
E^{[2],X} = \begin{pmatrix} A^X & B^X \\ B^{X,*} & A^{X,*} \end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
S^{[2],X} = \begin{pmatrix} \Sigma^X & \Delta^X \\ -\Delta^{X,*} & -\Sigma^{X,*} \end{pmatrix}
\]

(16)

The contribution from the multi-configurational wave function to matrices \( A^X, B^X, \Sigma^X \) and \( \Delta^X \) for the linear response equations are as defined in Ref. 36, but utilizing the MC–srDFT wave function instead of the MCSCF wave function. The metric blocks \( \Sigma^X \) and \( \Delta^X \) are also constructed from the MC–srDFT wave function instead of the MCSCF wave function.

Since the energy of the MC–srDFT model is simply the sum of the long-range and the short-range energies, cf. Eq. (6), the Hessian is also constructed as a sum of the long-range and short-range contributions

\[
E^{[2],X} = E^{[2],X,le} + E^{[2],X,se}
\]

(17)

Here the long-range contribution comes from the wave function part, and the short-range contribution is the kernel contribution from the srDFT part. The short-range part is divided into the Hartree (H) and exchange-correlation (xc) contributions,

\[
E^{[2],X,se} = E^{[2],X,se}_H + E^{[2],X,se}_xc
\]

(18)

The specific form of the srDFT kernel contribution to the singlet linear response equation is described in Ref. 30, and the specific form of the kernel contribution to the triplet linear response equation is described in Ref. 25.

The Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA) for single-configuration wave functions and the generalized Tamm-Dancoff approximation (gTDA) for multi-configuration wave functions are obtained by setting the \( B \) and \( \Delta \) matrices to zero in Eq. (16). This has been discussed in further detail in Ref. 25. In the results section below the term "Full\( E^{[2]} \)" refers to results obtained by using the full expression in Eq. (16).

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All KS–DFT, HF–srDFT, CAS–srDFT, and CASSCF calculations were performed using a development version of the DALTON2018 program. We have tested the short-range functionals srLDA, srPBE,pw91, and srPBEpw91,46 (abbreviated to srPBE in the following), and compared them to the corresponding Kohn-Sham functionals LDA,44,45 and PBE,45 as well as CASSCF. All srDFT calculations use \( \mu = 0.4 \) bohr\(^{-1}\) as the range-separation parameter, unless otherwise noted. Abelian point group symmetry (\( D_{2h} \) and subgroups) has been used in all calculations.
The geometries for the small organic molecules were obtained from Faber et al. The aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets were used for the calculation of spin-spin coupling constants for the small organic molecules. The reference SSCCs from Faber et al. were calculated using CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ.

The geometries for the inorganic complexes were obtained from Khandogin and Ziegler. All calculations on the inorganic complexes were performed using the aug-cc-pVTZ-J basis set. The reference SSCCs are experimentally determined values of first row transition metal complexes; the SSCCs were compiled by Khandogin and Ziegler. The ScF$_6$-, TiF$_6$-, VF$_6$-, and Co(CO)$_4$ NOOs were experimentally in a neat solution. The V(CO)$_6$ NOOs were experimentally in a THF solution. The CC3 results with the NOOs are close to 1.99 and 0.020, and VF$_6$, Fe$_{11}$ from the CC3 results with the NOOs are close to 1.98 and 0.012 to 0.017, and for VF$_6$, Fe$_{11}$ was close to 1.99 for the molecule. The Fe(NO)$_5$ NOOs are close to 1.98 and 0.012 to 0.017, and for VF$_6$, Fe$_{11}$ was close to 1.99 for the molecule.

Assessing the multi-configurational character of the molecules for selection of active orbitals has been done using natural orbital occupations (NOOs) from MP2-srDFT, the MC–srDFT version of using MP2 NOOs for selection of active orbitals in MCSCF. Based on MP2–srPBE NOOs with $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$, the chosen CAS for V(CO)$_6$, Fe(NO)$_5$ and Co(CO)$_4$ are (10, 16), (10, 10) and (10, 10), respectively. For the selected active orbitals, their MP2–srPBE NOOs for V(CO)$_6$ range between 1.86 to 1.96 for the strongly occupied orbitals and between 0.027 to 0.085 for the weakly occupied orbitals. For Fe(NO)$_5$ the two NOO ranges are 1.91 to 1.95 and 0.038 to 0.082, and for Co(CO)$_4$ they are 1.90 to 1.93 and 0.070 to 0.093. Clearly V(CO)$_6$ is the molecule with the most multi-configurational character.

The CAS for ScF$_6$, TiF$_6$, and VF$_6$ are chosen to be the same, (10, 10), because it is an iso-electronic series. The MP2-srPBE NOOs for ScF$_6$ was close to 1.99 for the strongly occupied orbitals and close to 0.01 for the weakly occupied orbitals. For TiF$_6$, the NOOs are close to 1.99 and 0.012 to 0.017, and for VF$_6$ they are close to 1.98 and 0.020 to 0.037. The specific NOOs for the metal complexes using MP2–srPBE $\mu = 1.0$ are reported in Supplementary Information Table SI-16 – Table SI-21.

Information about how to retrieve the files used to run the calculations can be found in Supplementary Information.

IV. RESULTS

A. Comparisons to CC3 benchmark values

As an initial benchmark of the performance of HF–srDFT and CAS–srDFT for SSCCs, we compare to the CC3 benchmark values for 13 small molecules by Faber et al. This benchmark set consists of small molecules with single reference character, and one therefore would expect the HF–srDFT and CAS–srDFT results to be very similar, and also similar to the KS-DFT values. As the question here is how well the various models agree with the reference CC3 values, we have chosen to report their deviations from the CC3 results with box plots, as defined in the figure captions. We also do not show box plots for the full isotropic values in order not to overload the figures, and because for reliable computational results the FC, SD, and PSO contributions must be reliable individually. The actual calculated SSCCs values and box plots for the total isotropic SSCCs can be found in Supplementary Information.

Before examining the results in more detail, we remark that it is known that KS-DFT struggles to predict SSCCs for couplings with fluorine. The benchmark set has therefore been split into SSCCs not involving fluorine (25 SSCCs) and SSCCs involving fluorine (20 SSCCs) from 13 molecules. We report statistics for performance based on the mean absolute deviations (MADs) from the reference CC3 values for isotropic SSCCs. We summarize this analysis in Fig. 1 for the couplings not involving fluorine and in Fig. 2 for the couplings involving fluorine. All the values of the statistical errors for the FC, SD, and PSO terms can be seen in Supplementary Information Table SI-1 – Table SI-15. The deviations for the DSO expectation values are not reported as they are negligible compared to the FC, SD, and PSO errors.

In this benchmark set of molecules, the multi-configurational character is expected to be negligible, and indeed the results with CAS–srDFT are almost identical to those with HF–srDFT.

SSCCs for couplings not involving fluorine

First, we discuss the mean absolute deviations (MADs) for the couplings not involving fluorine reported in Fig. 1. Note the different scales for the FC results compared to SD and PSO. The SSCCs included here are four $^1$J$_{CO}$, two $^2$J$_{HH}$, one $^2$J$_{HC}$, one $^2$J$_{HN}$, one $^3$J$_{HH}$, one $^3$J$_{HC}$, one $^3$J$_{HO}$, and two $^2$J$_{HO}$. The dominant errors in these SSCCs clearly stem from the FC coupling, and we will therefore focus the discussion on the FC coupling. Some immediate conclusions can be extracted from the "Full E" part of the figure. From "Full E" it can be seen that the three PBE-based models and the three LDA-based models are approximately of the same reliability and better than the CASSCF, which is without dynamical correlation. Looking closer, the three PBE methods are of the same quality and have a slightly smaller spread than the two srLDA methods, as can be seen both by the extensions of the boxes and the whiskers in Fig. 1.

It can be noted that the improvement of the LDA model is much larger than the improvement of the PBE model when going to srLDA and srPBE models respectively. This is as expected since srLDA becomes a better approximation the more short-range the functional becomes (i.e. increasing $\mu$), while PBE is already a good model at the KS-DFT level for these molecules. The last observation here is that the median values of the LDA calculations are superior compared to the PBE-based values, however, this is not a general trend which can be seen from the other results discussed below.
FIG. 1. MAD in Hz for the FC, SD, and PSO contributions with respect to the CC3 reference for all couplings not involving fluorine. Note the different scales for the FC results compared to SD and PSO. The colored line denotes the median value, the box is the middle 25% to the 75% quantile, and the whiskers denote max and min.

Let's now consider the lower half of Fig. 1, i.e. the gTDA part. Surprisingly, when looking at the triplet FC term, the full response ("Full $E^{[2]}$, FC") performs better than gTDA, i.e. than the Tamm-Dancoff approximation for the single determinant models and the generalized Tamm-Dancoff approximation for the multi-configurational models\textsuperscript{25,69}. Similar findings of getting worse results when using TDA in the calculation of the FC term in the KS-DFT framework have been obtained by Cheng et al.\textsuperscript{70}

In the remaining text, we write gTDA both for TDA and for gTDA. The gTDA is known to remove any triplet instabilities or near-instabilities, which often improves the calculation of triplet properties. However, comparing the box plots for FC using the "Full $E^{[2]}$" matrix with the box plots where the gTDA has been used, it is clear that the spread of "Full $E^{[2]}$, FC" is lower than that of "gTDA, FC" in Fig. 1. We have investigated this further for two cases with a large difference, $^2J_{HH}$ for H$_2$O and $^1J_{CH}$ for HCN. We calculated the triplet excitation energies and the transition moments for the FC operator with and without gTDA. The results show that the difference is mainly from a big change in the lowest FC transition moment and not from the change in triplet excitation energies. This indicates that for molecules not exhibiting near-triplet instabilities, the full calculations provide the most accurate transition moments.

On the other hand, the much smaller triplet response term, SD, does behave as expected, as can be seen in Fig. 1. We hypothesize that this is because the FC terms depend on the electronic wave function at the nucleus, while the SD terms depend more on the valence regions. The statistical errors in the last term, the singlet response PSO contribution, are the smallest for gTDA, this is also the opposite of what we expected beforehand.

In conclusion, for the molecules considered here the best model based on accuracy versus computational cost is the HF–srLDA model. To our knowledge, the performance of a long-range corrected LDA model has not been investigated previously.
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As for the couplings not involving fluorine discussed above, due to the lack of multi-configurational character in the benchmark set the quality of CAS–srDFT and HF–srDFT have spreads that are almost identical.
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**FIG. 2.** MAD in Hz for the FC, SD, and PSO contributions with respect to the CC3 reference for all couplings involving fluorine. The first and second row excludes the 
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 coupling from OF as an outlier, due to the PSO term being more than 200 Hz different from the reference CC3 calculation, see SI Fig. 2. The bottom row is excluding 
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 and 
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 couplings. The colored line denotes the median value, the box is the middle 25% to the 75% quantile, and the whiskers denote max and min.
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 coupling from OF as an outlier, due to the PSO term being more than 200 Hz different from the reference CC3 calculation, see SI Fig. 2. The bottom row is excluding 

\[ J_{FF} \]

 and 

\[ J_{CF} \]

 couplings. The colored line denotes the median value, the box is the middle 25% to the 75% quantile, and the whiskers denote max and min.

**SSCCs for couplings involving fluorine**

In the first two rows in Fig. 2 box plots of all SSCCs in the benchmark set involving fluorine can be seen. Note that the scales of all the plots are the same here. The SSCCs included here are two 
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, two 
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, two 
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, five 
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, one 
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, two 
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, one 
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, one 
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, one 
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, and three 

\[ J_{OF} \]

. Again we first focus on the FC contribution. The median deviations are -21.45 Hz for LDA and -10.34 Hz for PBE. The spreads of LDA and PBE are comparable, ranging over more than 100 Hz for both of the methods. The spreads of HF–srLDA and HF–srPBE are also comparable, however, approximately reduced to half the size compared to LDA and PBE.

As for the couplings not involving fluorine discussed above, due to the lack of multi-configurational character in the benchmark set the quality of CAS–srDFT and HF–srDFT have spreads that are almost identical.

By inspecting the deviations for the individual spin-spin couplings we found that the couplings of the types 

\[ J_{FF} \]

, and 

\[ J_{CF} \]

 are the only couplings with deviations above 20 Hz, see Fig. S1-2 in Supplementary Information. (The two most problematic cases are OF and OHF.) From the third row in Fig. 2 it can be seen that exclusions of the problematic couplings 

\[ J_{FF} \]

 and 

\[ J_{CF} \]

 bring the statistical errors in the FC term to the same order of magnitude as for the couplings without fluorine in Fig. 1. This suggests that both KS-DFT and srDFT (\( \mu = 0.4 \text{ bohr}^{-1} \)) in particular have problems with 

\[ J_{FF} \]

 and 

\[ J_{CF} \]

 couplings.

**FIG. 2.** MAD in Hz for the FC, SD, and PSO contributions with respect to the CC3 reference for all couplings involving fluorine. The first and second row excludes the 

\[ J_{FF} \]

 coupling from OF as an outlier, due to the PSO term being more than 200 Hz different from the reference CC3 calculation, see SI Fig. 2. The bottom row is excluding 

\[ J_{FF} \]

 and 

\[ J_{CF} \]

 couplings. The colored line denotes the median value, the box is the middle 25% to the 75% quantile, and the whiskers denote max and min.
Also here one notes that the cheaper srLDA is of the same quality as srPBE, and that "Full $E^{[2]}$" gives the best results for FC, while gTDA is best for SD and PSO. Here it should be noted that excluding $J_{FF}$, and $J_{CF}$ makes the FC contribution when using "Full $E^{[2]}$" and the FC contribution when using gTDA very comparable, see Figure SI-5.

B. Transition metal complexes with CO ligands, M(CO)$_5$$^-$

In this subsection we investigate $J_{MC}$ for the inorganic complexes V(CO)$_6$$^-$, Fe(CO)$_5$ and Co(CO)$_4$$^-$, The srDFT results presented here are for $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$, while the results above for organic molecules are for $\mu = 0.4$ bohr$^{-1}$, our standard $\mu$ value in our previous studies of the performance of srDFT for excitation energies and more. The choice of $\mu$ value will be discussed later. In Fig. 3 the calculated SSCCs for the seven studied DFT, HF–srDFT, CAS–srDFT, and CASSCF reference state models are reported in a bar chart, the numerical values can be found in Supplementary Information. For each of these wave function methods the SSCCs have been calculated using four choices for the linear response equations: 1) full response, 2) gTDA for both singlet and triplet contributions, 3) gTDA only for the singlet contributions, and 4) gTDA only for the triplet contributions.

We now proceed to analyze the results displayed in Fig. 3. First, it can be seen that the calculated SSCCs are very similar for LDA, PBE, HF–srLDA, and HF–srPBE for each of the four linear response choices. Furthermore, the calculated SSCCs are also very similar for CAS–srLDA and CAS–srPBE. Thus, as for the CC3 benchmark cases, the extra computational cost of the PBE/srPBE functionals compared to LDA/srLDA functionals is a waste of time. Second, by comparing "Full $E^{[2]}$" with "singlet gTDA" or, equivalently, by comparing "triplet gTDA" with "gTDA" we note that the effect of using singlet gTDA is visible in the figure for most of the seven models, but always unimportant. On the other hand, using gTDA on the triplet contributions to the SSCCs reduces the values of the calculated SSCCs by up to 22% for all of the srDFT models, and up to 31% for CASSCF. This is consistent with what was observed for the SSCCs in the CC3 benchmark that did not include F-couplings. For all three compounds, this makes the four single configuration DFT and HF–srDFT results somewhat less accurate with respect to the experimental SSCCs. For the three CAS–srDFT and CASSCF models there is no "winner", no choice which is always closest to experimental values.

C. Transition metal complexes with F ligands, MF$_6$$^-$

In this subsection we investigate the model dependence of $J_{MF}$ for the inorganic complexes ScF$_6$$^-$, TiF$_6$$^-$, and VF$_6$$^-$, The srDFT results presented here are for $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$. In Fig. 4 the calculated SSCCs for the studied DFT, HF–srDFT, CAS–srDFT, and CASSCF methods are reported in a bar chart, the numerical values can be found in Supplementary Information. It is evident that (sr)LDA and (sr)PBE also perform very similarly for these three complexes.

For each method, the SSCCs are also here calculated in four ways: with and without gTDA for both triplet and singlet. The effect of singlet gTDA is enormous for the CAS–srDFT and CASSCF models for VF$_6$$^-$, the calculated SSCCs change with approx. 200 Hz. The other two complexes behave as the M(CO)$_5$$^-$ complexes; using gTDA on the singlet contributions to the SSCCs have only negligible effect, and using gTDA on the triplet contributions to the SSCCs reduces the absolute value of the calculated SSCCs.

It is striking that the calculated SSCCs exhibit a big change in the right direction towards the experimental values for HF–srDFT compared to DFT. It is also striking that it is necessary to go on to multi-configurational CAS–srDFT models to obtain calculated SSCCs close to experimental values. In comparison, for the couplings involving fluorine in the CC3 benchmark the HF–srDFT results were also much better than the DFT results but there qualitatively equal to the CAS–srDFT results, cf. Fig. 2. The DFT to HF–srDFT improvements for all couplings involving fluor can therefore be attributed to the range-separation of the functionals.

The need for CAS–srDFT to calculate SSCCs close to experimental values evidently means that it is essential to use a multi-configurational description to get useful values for metal-fluorine couplings. The numbers also show that the effects of using a multi-configurational description is much greater here than for the M(CO)$_5$$^-$ complexes. However, the NOOs from MP2–srDFT reported in Sec. III for all six transition metal complexes are all so close to being 2 and 0 that we a priori expected multi-configurational effects to be similar for all six complexes. In fact, the NOO analysis shows that V(CO)$_6$$^-$ is the most multi-configurational of the six compounds, so from that point of view, it was a surprise that a multi-configuration description is much more important for the metal-fluorine couplings.

Now we turn to another surprising result, the very model dependent SSCCs for VF$_6$$^-$, The four ways to solve the response equations give so different results for all models that one would think they were calculations on different molecules if one didn’t know the truth. For the other five metal complexes, the SSCCs are dominated by the FC term, however, for VF$_6$$^-$ both the FC term and the PSO term are roughly of the same magnitude, $\sim$300 to $\sim$500 Hz, but with different sign. This fact means that we can use this complex to get a deeper insight in the performance of the different models considered here. Fig. 4 shows that only the two CAS–srDFT with singlet gTDA models give a good prediction of the experimental value, all the other calculations are qualitatively wrong. Once more, CAS–srPBE gives approximately the same values as CAS–srLDA.

Even though the HF–srDFT to CAS–srDFT improvements are particularly spectacular for VF$_6$$^-$, the results do show a big effect of using CAS–srDFT instead of HF–srDFT for all three fluorine compounds. Considering that none of the three ground states are particularly multi-configurational, the effect must originate in the calculations of the linear response vectors. This view is also supported by the big differences in the
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FIG. 3. Calculated SSCCs for the M(CO)$_z$ complexes. All the srDFT calculations are with $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$. The black dashed line is the reference coupling $\pm 5$ Hz. For each method four results are reported: “Full $E^{(2)}$”, full gTDA, only gTDA in singlet response, and only gTDA in triplet response.

calculated SSCCs for the four linear response methods. We remark that the orbitals we chose on the basis of MP2-srDFT NOOs correspond to including the d-shell and their correlating orbitals in the CAS, and these results thus indicate that it is important to do this to get reliable values.

Next, we turn to a discussion of the differences between the four models for the response solutions. The $V_{FeC}$ results show that singlet gTDA can change the sign of the SSCCs...
FIG. 4. Calculated SSCCs for the MF$_6^{-z}$ complexes. All the srDFT calculations are with $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$. The black dashed lines is the reference coupling $\pm 5$ Hz. For each method four results are reported: full $E^2$, full gTDA, only gTDA in singlet response, and only gTDA in triplet response.

given a negative contribution of approximately the same size as for the other metal complexes. This leads to completely wrong results for VF$_6^{-1}$. For the other five complexes, one cannot conclude from the results if with or without triplet
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gTDA is best. It is outside the scope of this paper to investigate why singlet gTDA is so much better than full singlet response, this will be interesting to analyze in future work.

Finally, the measured SSCCs are in aquatic solution while the calculations are for vacuum, so this is also a source of deviation to the experimental values. To test this we have performed LDA/PCM calculations on the MF$_6^{−2}$ molecules with water as solvent. The SSCCs from LDA/PCM only deviated up to 2.3 Hz from the LDA calculations, so we believe solvent effects are not important for the conclusions, see Table SI-26 in Supplementary Information.

D. Comments on the choice of $\mu$ value

We end this section with a discussion of why we ended up using $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$ for the six metal complexes instead of $\mu = 0.4$ bohr$^{-1}$, our tested choice in previous works.$^{25,29,71}$ First we note that a reasonable measure for the extent of the short-range region is $r^{\mu} = \mu^{-1}$ for the range-separation defined in Eq. (8) and used in this work, corresponding to 2.5 bohr for $\mu = 0.4$ bohr$^{-1}$ and 1.0 bohr for $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$.

In Figs. SI-3 and SI-4 in Supplementary Information the calculated SSCCs for the six metal complexes are reported for both $\mu = 0.4$ bohr$^{-1}$ and $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$. A general observation for all six metal complexes is that the predicted SSCCs by HF-srDFT($\mu = 0.4$), HF-srDFT($\mu = 1.0$), and CAS-srDFT($\mu = 0.4$) are very close. Only CAS-srDFT($\mu = 1.0$) is substantially different from these three, and its combination with singlet gTDA linear response is the only model that provides SSCCs close to the experimental results for all six complexes.

The comparisons in this subsection show that there are non-dynamical correlation effects for the transition metals in the $r_{ij}$ range 1 to 2.5 bohr, correlation effects which are clearly not described by the srDFT functionals. If these correlation effects had been beyond 2.5 bohr, then CAS-srDFT($\mu = 0.4$) results should have been different from HF-srDFT($\mu = 0.4$) results. We did test $\mu = 0.8$ for two cases and found that it did not change the general picture. In future work, we will investigate in more detail what the optimal $\mu$-value is for transition metal complexes, and why. It is outside the scope of this work.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the HF–srDFT and MC–srDFT models to calculations of indirect spin-spin coupling constants (SSCCs), and we have investigated the performance of these new computational alternatives. We compared to CC3 values for a benchmark set of thirteen small molecules$^{21}$ and to experimental SSCCs for six transition metal complexes. Based on all the calculated SSCCs we can draw some general conclusions. The fact that these observations are valid for the different types of molecules studied here suggests that the conclusions could very well be correct for other types of molecules, and therefore that an MC–srDFT model for SSCCs could become a standard choice for a reliable computational prediction of SSCCs at a relatively low computational cost. The computational cost is equal to the combined cost of a KS–DFT calculation and an MCSCF calculation with a smaller active space than usual for CASSCF.

First, the SSCCs from the computationally cheaper srLDA xc-functional are as good as those from the srPBE xc-functional, and we, therefore, advocate to use MC–srLDA in production calculations. In fact, the LDA accuracy is in most cases also close to the accuracy with PBE. We did see the same performance of srLDA vs. srPBE recently for triplet excitation energies,$^{25}$ this can explain that we see the same for FC if we interpret the FC calculations in a sum-over-states formalism.

Second, the best results have been obtained with singlet gTDA and without triplet gTDA, this combination gave always reasonable results (gTDA is an abbreviation for the generalized Tamm–Dancoff approximation). For one molecule, VF$_{F}^{−1}$, all other combinations gave completely wrong predictions, cf. Fig. 4. Both of these choices were surprising to us. It is well-known that triplet gTDA is needed to get good predictions of low-lying triplet excitation energies because of the common case of near-triplet or triplet instabilities, as we also have found for triplet excitation energies with MC–srDFT.$^{25}$ The most logical explanation is that the low-lying triplet excitations have a negligible contribution to FC, while the excitation energies important for FC are improved with a full response calculation. It is even more surprising that the singlet gTDA is essential to obtain reliable PSO contributions. It shall be interesting to investigate further why in future work.

Next, we summarize the more specific conclusions for the four classes of molecules tested here. The small molecules in the CC3 benchmark set for SSCCs$^{21}$ all have single reference character, i.e. no significant non-dynamical correlation. One would therefore expect HF–srDFT values to be close to the CAS–srDFT values, and this was confirmed by the calculations cf. Figs. 1 and 2. It is well-known that KS–DFT struggles to predict couplings with fluorine, and we, therefore, divided the benchmark set into two sets, one with the 25 SSCCs not involving fluorine and one with the remaining 20 SSCCs involving fluorine. For SSCCs not involving fluorine the quality of the calculated SSCCs with HF–srDFT was similar to that of conventional KS-DFT. For SSCCs involving fluorine HF–srDFT reduced the errors compared to conventional KS–DFT. A closer analysis revealed that not all couplings involving fluorine are equally difficult to calculate, the statistical errors for $J_{OF}$, $J_{FF}$, and $J_{CF}$ were much greater than for $J_{HF}$, $J_{NF}$, $J_{CF}$, $J_{HF}$, $J_{FF}$, $J_{NF}$, and $J_{OF}$.

We have also investigated the performance of CAS–srDFT for metal to ligand SSCCs for six inorganic transition metal (TM) complexes. We found for the first time that our hitherto standard choice of $\mu = 0.4$ bohr$^{-1}$ failed. Only with the much larger value $\mu = 1.0$ bohr$^{-1}$ did we obtain good predictions for all six cases, in particular for fluorine ligands. As explained in subsection IV D, this implies that the metal centers exhibit significant non-dynamical correlation for inter-electronic distances in the range 1.0 to 2.5 bohr that cannot be described by the srLDA or srPBE functionals. We attribute this to correlation of the d-electrons, this is corroborated by...
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the observation that at least a double set of \(d\)-orbitals should be in the active space to get good values.

Zooming in, for the \(J_{\text{MC}}\) couplings in three \(M(\text{CO})_6\) complexes all investigated methods appear to perform equally well compared to the experimental measurements, in particular, the long-range corrected HF–srDFT predictions are close to the KS–DFT values. This is definitely not the case for the \(J_{\text{MF}}\) couplings in three \(MF_6\) transition metal complexes. As for the CC3 benchmark, the best results are obtained by using \(g\)TDA for the singlet PSO and not using \(g\)TDA for the triplet FC. For the most demanding case, \(V_F^{-1}\), the CAS–srLDA and CAS–srPBE with singlet generalized Tamm-Dancoff approximation (\(g\)TDA) are spot on the experimental result, all other methods are not even close. This case turned out to be especially useful to investigate the quality of models because the FC and PSO terms here have different signs. Also for the other two \(J_{\text{MF}}\) couplings, the only good predictions are from CAS–srDFT, however here the effect of singlet \(g\)TDA or not is small, this is because the PSO term is much smaller than the FC term for them. Qualitatively the long-range correction in HF–srDFT reduce the errors by a factor 2; the non-dynamical correlation in CAS–srDFT is essential to get rid of the remaining errors.

Based on the results of this paper we propose the following computational recipe for SSCCs with MC–srDFT after the definition of molecular geometry and basis set:

- Use \(srLDA\) functional
- Use \(\mu = 1.0\) bohr\(^{-1}\) for transition metal complexes, use \(\mu = 0.4\) bohr\(^{-1}\) for organic molecules.
- Use MP2–srLDA natural orbital occupation numbers to select active space in CAS–srLDA or HF–srLDA.
- Use singlet \(g\)TDA for the calculation of PSO contributions.
- Do not use triplet \(g\)TDA for the FC contributions, except possibly for SSCCs not involving fluorine for organic molecules. Triplet \(g\)TDA does improve the SD contributions, but it is usually unimportant.
- SSCC for transition metal complexes might need a larger CAS than suggested by MP2–srPBE orbitals, because our calculations showed that correlation of the whole d-shell could be important to get reliable values.

Finally, we note that we have used a development version of the DALTON2018 code\(^{17}\) for all the calculations presented here. Our new code for MC–srDFT SSCCs calculations has been released in DALTON2020\(^{27}\) and is available for download. See Supplementary Information for information about molecular coordinates and Dalton input files used in this work.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for more statistical details of the SSCC benchmark set, MP2–srPBE NOO, calculated SSCC for transition metal complexes using \(\mu = 0.4\) bohr\(^{-1}\), and PCM effects on the SSCC of XF\(_6\) complexes using LDA.
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